JULY 2019
Greetings!
Even out of session, Simon’s Rock hums with the innovative, independent-minded energy that
defines our mission. Enjoy these campus highlights (Reunion! Commencement! New books
from faculty!) and next-semester previews (Book One). Now more than ever, we look to
dedicated younger scholars to help explain the world and create a better future. As always, we
count on your support and ideas to help Simon’s Rock thrive, and we thank you for your
involvement.
– Cathryn Harding
Director, Institutional Advancement

Reunion 2019 Highlights
The Mods were full, the ARC was
open (briefly) and the weather mostly
cooperated for Reunion Weekend, July 5-7.
Scores of alumni turned Music Bingo into a
sing-along on Friday night and kept the spirit
alive through Saturday afternoon even as rain
drove perennial favorite Rockfest inside.
Popular mini classes on Saturday morning
included beekeeping and motorcycle culture.
In a special presentation, Provost Ian Bickford
’95 shared a strategic vision for the college
and later, the McConnell Theater became a
county fair sideshow (goats! pies! tap dancers!) courtesy of Daniel’s Art Party. By Sunday
morning the sun was back, the mimosas were flowing, and the World Cup Final was on the big
screen in the dining hall. Once the U.S. Women’s team had scored their final goal it was time
for alumni to head home — until next year.

Your Gift Makes a Difference
Now is the moment to support Simon’s Rock from the ground up.
For a limited time, we’ll honor each new $5000 donation to the Fund for Simon’s Rock with an
engraved brick on the Mods patio. Limit 88 characters (4 lines/22 characters ea). Donate now
or contact Cathryn Harding, Director of Institutional Advancement, Bard College at Simon’s
Rock, 84 Alford Road, Great Barrington, MA 01230, 413-644-4776.

Need a Book Rec? Try Stephen Carter’s
Invisible, 2019's Book One.
This summer, all incoming first-year students will read
Invisible: The Forgotten Story of the Black Woman Lawyer
Who Took Down America's Most Powerful Mobster by
Stephen Carter.
Selected for the 2019 Book One program, Invisible recounts
the inspiring story of Carter’s grandmother—Eunice Hunton
Carter—a black prosecutor whose legal strategy led to the
conviction of Lucky Luciano, the most powerful Mafia boss in
history.
On August 20, Carter will be on campus to discuss the book.
Learn More

Commencement Speakers
Imagine a More Just World
At the 2019 Commencement on May 18, 166
students were awarded AA and BA degrees.
Under a bright blue sky, they listened as
speakers addressed liberation, inclusion, and
justice.
Edward “Ted” Siedle ’72 was awarded an
honorary BA. The independent financial
investigator, who recently won the largest whistleblower award in the history of the Securities
and Exchange Commission, traced his path from being orphaned in Uganda to finding refuge
at Simon’s Rock where he fell just short of completing his degree. Developing resiliency helped
him challenge the status quo, he said, encouraging graduates to embrace their own paths, no
matter how unconventional.
Award-winning author and Harvard University Professor of African and African-American
Studies Jamaica Kincaid delivered the commencement address. She explored what it means
to practice kindness and overcome the borders that separate us from each other.
Learn More

Peter Filkins Chronicles H.G. Adler
In H.G. Adler: A Life in Many Worlds, faculty member Peter
Filkins presents the first thorough examination of Adler’s life
and legacy, from Holocaust survivor to renowned novelist. In
June, Professor Filkins was joined by former Harper’s
Magazine Editor and author James Marcus at Edith
Wharton’s The Mount. They discussed Adler’s place in the
canon of Holocaust literature. Filkins traced Adler’s
remarkable and unlikely journey: from German-speaking,
secular Jew born in Prague to London-based chronicler of
Theresienstadt Ghetto. Adler deserves greater acclaim,
Filkins said, as the first Holocaust survivor to write novels
about the experience in German.

American Dance Festival
Screens Rocker Film “Encounter”
Isabel Filkins ’11 worked with Winnie Marion
’17, Ebony Martin ’17, Jack Obrock ’17, and
Max Hiatt ’17 on an experimental film that
explores the exhaustive nature of society’s
demands on the self. Their point? We are
continually at work to make ourselves
understood to the world around us. The film recently screened at the prestigious American
Dance Festival in Durham, NC.
Learn More
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